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Working conditions play a significant role in the output of one’s work. There is no secret that your
mood and overall productivity are impacted by your surroundings. Whenever you either walk into
work or relocate to a new facility, you’ll want an office space that keeps your employees/staff happy,
engaged, and focused. Here are some ways to furnish your new office that won’t break the bank:
BUY PRE-OWNED:
Generally, the highest cost associated in designing an office comes from the office furniture itself.
If you are on a tight budget, we highly recommend that you consider pre-owned or certified preowned. That’s where we come in. At Boomerang, we specialize in pre-owned and new office furniture
for businesses. We take unwanted or gently used office furniture and add our creative refurbishing
techniques to make your furniture seem new.
DETAILS ARE EVERYTHING:
The first step to consider before buying office furniture is to get a better understanding of what your
space is and what your space is not. Setting a proper budget includes designing a layout and location
of each office and cubicle that is conducive to your work environment. This will help to avoid any
unforeseen circumstances which may occur in the future. Furnishing ultimately depends on your
budget and the industry you operate in, that’s why we recommend hiring professionals to design your
space.
BRING THE OUTSIDE…IN:
Indoor plants and flowers are known to improve productivity and the general mood amongst employees.
You can use a variety of plants which survive year round with little to no maintenance. If indoor plants
sound bothersome to you, then you can always try to make the best use of your windows. Using the
ledges can make your working place feel more at home and can even lower anxiety. Furniture that
uses untreated wood or live edge wood tables can also help in creating an outdoor feel in the office.
The idea is to stay close to nature.
ADD A SPLASH OF COLOR:
Sometimes small upgrades tend to have much more impact than a huge renovation. A splash of bright
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colors will do wonders. Putting beautiful colors on the white walls of your office will make your office
vibrant creating a positive and productive atmosphere.
END WITH A CREATIVE FLAIR:
You should use modern technologies and “fun” items to give the finishing touch to your office space.
Add fun creative items like pictures, a creative wall, drawings, murals, or even millennial items into
your office. Pending on the type of business you have, it’s important to make your working environment
fun! Adding items that work well for millennials such as ping pong tables, pool tables, and other
recreational pieces.
We hope you consider each tip when you furnish your next office.
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